This paper develops clientele-specific performance measures based on the style preferences of mutual fund investors. Proposing an approach that considers investor disagreement and exploits style classification data, we investigate eight measures to represent investors with favorable preferences for size and value equity styles using a large sample of actively-managed U.S. equity mutual funds from 1998 to 2012. We find that the implied style preferences differ in their rational and behavioral features: value and small-cap fund investors (growth and large-cap fund investors) are more (less) averse to difficult economic conditions, and tend to be pessimists and contrarians (optimists and trend followers). The performance of funds assigned to clientele-specific styles becomes neutral or positive when evaluated with measures that consider their most likely style clienteles. The sign of the value added by the industry is ambiguous and depends on the choice of measures. Hence, performance is more favorable when funds are evaluated with their appropriate style-clientele-specific measure, and can otherwise depend on the measure.
Introduction
Since the seminal contributions of Fama and French (1992 , 1993 , size (small-cap versus large-cap) and value (value versus growth) investment styles have grown so much in popularity among investors that equity style investing has become dominant in industry practices. Thousands of mutual funds now advertise themselves according to their size and value focus, often starting with their names. They cater to and attract size and value clienteles who can rely on numerous style classification tools for their investment decisions. This economically significant style differentiation among funds and investors suggests that mutual fund performance evaluation should also differ for size and value clienteles.
The performance evaluation literature does not typically use different measures to evaluate the performance of funds aimed at different clienteles and focuses instead on a unique measure based on a representative investor. The existing evidence, largely based on linear factor models, finds that alpha is somewhat negative, raising questions on the growth of actively managed funds, the skill of active managers and the value added by the industry (e.g., Gruber, 1996; Barras, Scaillet, & Wermers, 2010; Fama & French, 2010 ). Yet there are arguments that such interpretations of traditional alphas are problematic. For example, Berk and Green (2004) and Berk and van Binsbergen (2015) argue that skill is not well measured by traditional alphas, but is instead related to fund size. Ferson and Lin (2014, FL hereafter) find that traditional alphas are not reliable guides to the attractiveness of an investment and show that a client-specific alpha is needed for such a purpose. Assuming incomplete markets and heterogeneous preferences, FL and Chrétien and Kammoun (2017, CK hereafter) finds large and significant performance disagreement in equity funds, documenting that fund values can vary widely across clienteles. correct clientele-specific alpha. While the results of the previously mentioned studies show an important role for clientele-specific performance measures, they provide little evidence on how performance evaluation differs for style clienteles. This paper aims to develop clientele-specific performance measures based on the implied style preferences of equity mutual fund investors and empirically investigates whether performance evaluation differs for size and value clienteles. Our approach has two distinctive features.
First, we propose a performance framework with investor disagreement that allows for the identification of meaningful stochastic discount factors (SDFs) for style clienteles. The framework is based on the SDF alpha approach of Chen and Knez (1996) and is a refinement of the best clientele approach of CK. The performance measures are extracted from a set of SDFs admissible under the law-of-one-price and no-good-deal conditions, an incomplete market setup initiated by Cochrane and Saá-Requejo (2000) . Our identification strategy uses the empirical results of FL on the magnitude of investor disagreement and assumes that style portfolios are representative investments for style clienteles. This framework ensures that the performance measures correctly price passive portfolios and generates a realistic and sufficiently large disagreement to differentiate the style clienteles.
Second, we introduce a method to exploit available style classification data in the CRSP mutual fund database better. The method focuses on Lipper objective codes as they cover the most relevant period and facilitate the classification of funds into size and value styles. It also accounts for code changes and missing codes by using a threshold for style inclusion that considers whether a fund has been assigned to a code for enough time. The method is thus based on public information from a leading industry provider that investors could presumably consult to form their investment decisions, considers the stability of the code data, and avoid the ad hoc attribution of codes into style categories. Using the method, we classify the funds and their clienteles into four general styles (small-cap, large-cap, value and growth) and four specific styles (large-cap growth, small-cap growth, large-cap value and small-cap value).
Beyond the predominance of style investing in industry, there are many arguments for size and value styles to be most relevant for identifying meaningful investor clienteles (Note 1). Barberis and Shleifer (2003) discuss the interest of financial service firms to understand style preferences and there is a large literature that studies the economic differences between style investors (Note 2). From a rational perspective, this literature argues that style investors have different endowments, risk aversion and investment horizons, which lead them to different exposures to priced state variables that capture risks related to, among others, labor income, macroeconomic conditions, long-run consumption and displacement (e.g., Fama & French 1996; Jagannathan & Wang 1996; Liew & Vassalou 2000; Bansal & Yaron 2004; Gârleanu, Kogan, & Panageas 2012; etc.) , or different intertemporal hedging demands (Lynch 2001; Jurek & Viceira 2011) . From a behavioral perspective, Lakonishok, Shleifer, and Vishny (1994) ; Statman (1995, 2003) ; La Porta (1996) ; La Porta, Lakonishok, Shleifer, and Vishny (1997) ; Piotroski and So (2012) ; Blackburn, Goetzmann, and Ukhov (2014) ; Shefrin (2015) and Walkshausl (2017) argue that style investors have different judgments, sentiment sensitivities and trading patterns. In general, they find that value and small-cap investors tend to be pessimists and contrarians, while growth and large-cap investors tend to be optimists and trend followers (Note 3).
Second, we implement a clientele-specific evaluation using the style SDFs. We find that the funds assigned to size and value styles have neutral to positive average alphas when evaluated with measures that consider their most likely style clienteles. Hence, when the evaluation considers relevant clienteles, fund performance is more positive than existing evidence typically shows. The performance of the other funds is sensitive to the clienteles. Specifically, their average alphas are significantly negative to neutral for value and small-cap clienteles, but neutral to significantly positive for growth and large-cap clienteles. For these funds, the different rational and behavioral features of the style SDFs are important determinants of performance evaluation.
Third, we document the value added of the mutual fund industry from the perspective of different style clienteles. Given that funds are attributed multiple performance values by the SDFs, we examine many cross-sectional performance distributions by considering either the minimum or maximum alpha of each fund. The results show that the sign of the value added is ambiguous and depends on the choice of measures. But they suggest that the value added is greater for growth and large-cap investors than for value and small-cap investors, although the difference is sensitive to the magnitude of disagreement allowed in our performance framework.
Overall, this paper develops an approach to identify relevant clientele-specific SDFs and achieve a clientele-specific evaluation. Empirically, it suggests a significant role for equity styles because implied preferences and alphas differ for size and value mutual fund clienteles. In contrast to the negative results of many existing studies using a single measure based on a representative investor, it finds that performance is more positive when funds are evaluated with their related style-clientele-specific measure, and can otherwise depend on the measure. It is an important first step toward confirming the conjecture of Ferson (2010) that clientele-specific measures based on meaningful clienteles might be necessary to evaluate properly managed funds.
Performance Measures for Style Clienteles: Theoretical Framework
This section develops a framework for performance evaluation under the assumption that there are style clienteles. First, we present a basic setup for evaluation with investor disagreement. Second, we describe our strategy for identifying meaningful SDFs for style clienteles. Third, we propose style-clientele-specific measures for the evaluation of individual mutual funds. Fourth, we provide a discussion to highlight the distinctive features of the approach.
Performance Evaluation with Investor Disagreement
This paper exploits the general framework of the SDF performance approach, first proposed by Glosten and Jagannathan (1994) and Chen and Knez (1996) , to allow for investor disagreement that occurs when an investor evaluates a fund differently from another investor (see Ahn, Cao & Chrétien, 2009, FL and CK) . In this approach, the performance, or SDF alpha, is defined from the following equation:
where is the SDF of an investor interested in valuing an individual mutual fund with gross return . Unlike most of the literature, this paper does not assume that there is a unique SDF for all investors. Instead, we view a fund investor's SDF as part of a set of admissible SDFs that allow for investor disagreement and heterogeneous preferences.
Under general conditions, in an incomplete market, Chen and Knez (1996) show that there is an infinite number of admissible SDFs that generates a potentially infinite alpha disagreement between investors. To restrict SDFs in an economically meaningful way, we follow Hansen and Jagannathan (1991) , Cochrane and Saá-Requejo (2000) and CK to impose two conditions: the law-of-one-price and no-good-deal conditions. The law-of-one-price condition assumes that fund investors give zero performance to passive portfolios. The no-good-deal condition assumes that fund investors do not allow investment opportunities that have too large Sharpe ratios. These restrictions are equivalent to limiting the variability of SDFs. Specifically, Cochrane and Saá-Requejo (2000) show that, under these two conditions, for all ∈ , the SDF standard deviation is bounded as follows:
price passive portfolios (Chen & Knez, 1996; Ahn et al., 2009 ). Second, they allow for a reasonable disagreement consistent with FL. Specifically, as the set of SDFs is closed and convex, there is a finite alpha disagreement between investors because it is possible to find lower and upper performance bounds:
CK call these bounds the worst and best clientele alphas, respectively. Using equity mutual funds, they document disagreement values comparable to those of FL and significant enough to change the value of funds from negative to positive, depending on the clienteles. Their results confirm the importance of investor disagreement and clientele effects in performance evaluation.
Stochastic Discount Factors for Style Clienteles
Instead of focusing on fund-specific clienteles, like a fund's best and worst clienteles, this paper examines the general clienteles interested in particular investment styles within the mutual fund industry. This section provides a strategy for selecting specific SDFs in that identifies these style clienteles. Specifically, this paper assumes that grouping funds by their investment style is a relevant strategy for identifying meaningful investor clienteles. Let be the return on a portfolio of funds grouped according to their similar style . For simplicity, let be the set of styles under consideration (i.e., = *Value, Growth, etc. +) as well as the total number of styles. Using any ∈ , we can measure the performance, or alpha, of this style portfolio by:
Given the existence of many admissible SDFs, investors likely disagree on this alpha. Our approach stipulates that the SDF at the upper performance bound is a meaningful SDF for representing the clienteles favorable to the style. Specifically, to find the SDF for clienteles most favorable to the investment style providing a return , we solve the following problem:
where , R K -= 1 is law-of-one-price condition, with R K being a vector of returns on passive portfolios and 1 is a × 1 unit vector, and
is the no-good-deal condition, with ℎ ̅ being the maximum Sharpe ratio allowed. Cochrane and Saá-Requejo (2000) demonstrate that this problem has the following closed-form solution:
with:
where:
.
In this solution, ̅ is the upper bound on the (expected) alpha of a style portfolio, i.e., the highest average performance value found from the heterogeneous investors with SDFs in the set . The SDF that solves the problem is denoted by ̅ and called the "(clientele-specific) style SDF" for investment style . It identifies the SDF for the class of investors most favorable to style and hence provides a way to obtain meaningful SDFs for various style clienteles. Its first component, , is shown by Hansen and Jagannathan (1991) to be the minimum volatility SDF under the law-of-one-price condition and used by Chen and Knez (1996) for their LOP performance measure. As indicated by the notation, it is common to all style SDFs because it depends only on passive portfolio returns and does not vary with the style portfolio investigated.
ijef.ccsenet.org International Journal of Economics and Finance Vol. 11, No. 12; Its second component, , is a clientele-specific component that accounts for investor disagreement. The replicating error term is the difference between the style portfolio return and the best replicating payoff constructed from the passive portfolio returns. The disagreement parameter accounts for the no-good-deal restriction and is a function of the maximum Sharpe ratio ℎ ̅ . The second component thus indicates that investors mostly agree on the evaluation of style portfolios that have easy-to-replicate returns or when they consider most allowable investment opportunities as good deals. In other instances, there can be significant clientele effects in performance evaluation.
Style-Clientele-Specific Performance Evaluation
The previous section provides a strategy to identify meaningful SDFs for style clienteles. Assuming that representative style portfolios can be formed, the strategy yields different clientele-specific style SDFs, i.e., ̅ for all ∈ . This section describes how these SDFs can be used in a style-clientele-specific performance evaluation.
The evaluation necessitates that we distinguish between two types of individual mutual funds. The first type includes funds assigned to clientele-specific investment styles. Performance measurement for these funds is relatively straightforward because we can use their associated style SDFs. Let , be the return on a fund assigned to clientele-specific style . Its unique style-clientele-specific alpha is given by:
The second type includes funds not assigned to clientele-specific styles. Such funds could have a style different from the ones considered, frequent changes of styles through time or missing style classification information.
Because it is not possible to select a unique style SDF for these funds, we instead examine their performance for all style clienteles. Let ,− be the return on a fund not assigned to a clientele-specific style. Its multiple style-clientele-specific alphas are given by:
Equations (14) and (15) simply specify how we evaluate the performance of individual funds using the style-clientele-specific performance measures. When a fund can be clearly related to a style, it likely caters to and attracts the clienteles most favorable to its style. It then makes sense to use the style SDF associated with its style for performance measurement. Even though this SDF implies preferences that are favorable to the style of the fund, it can still evaluate the fund positively or negatively, depending on how the fund differs from the style portfolio that includes other funds of similar style. However, when a fund cannot be clearly related to a style, it could presumably cater to and attract all types of clienteles. Our measures examine if the fund provides added value to the different style clienteles who are prevalent in practice. Furthermore, by considering all the style-clientele-specific measures for evaluation, we can account for the disagreement between the style clienteles on the value of this fund.
Discussion
It is important to distinguish the approach used in this paper from those of its two most related articles. In FL and CK, the approaches lead to the evaluation of fund-specific performance bounds, which identify the most extreme alphas for each fund. In particular, although CK show the relevancy of the set of admissible SDFs used in this study, they only focus on the performance for the best and worst clienteles of each fund. Such clienteles are likely to be "niche" clienteles that like or dislike all the characteristics that a fund has to offer. Instead of focusing on these niche clienteles, this paper examines general style clienteles within the fund industry. Hence it studies the performance from different SDFs than CK, a choice with implications as large as evaluating alpha with the Fama-French model instead of the CAPM (or any other models), which implicitly assumes different preferences for the representative investor.
Understanding this distinction is helpful to interpret correctly the style-clientele-specific performance evaluation in this paper. In particular, unless one is willing to make an additional assumption that all existing clienteles are identified by the selected styles, it is not true that the style SDFs are appropriate to evaluate the performance for all investors, even for a particular style. For example, if a negative alpha is found for a growth fund with the growth SDF, this would be useful information for growth investors in general, as the fund fails to provide them added value. Yet it is possible that this fund provides a positive value to a niche clientele (e.g., growth investors with favorable preferences for other fund characteristics, like liquidity, tax efficiency, etc.), and hence has a positive best clientele alpha. Furthermore, within each style, it is not the case that a simple averaging of the SDF alphas from an alternative approach (like the CAPM, Fama-French or best clientele alphas) provides the same information as the average style-clientele-specific alphas. For example, the average CAPM alpha or best clientele alpha for all growth funds provide the mean value of the growth fund sector for either a quadratic utility ijef.ccsenet.org International Journal of Economics and Finance Vol. 11, No. 12; representative investor or the most favorable niche clienteles of each fund in the sector. This value is likely different from the value of the sector for growth investors in general.
As emphasized in the introduction, focusing on style clienteles instead of representative investors or extreme clienteles is relevant for two main reasons. First, as argued by Ferson (2010) , identifying cohorts of investors who could have similar preferences could lead to an evaluation of a clientele-specific alpha. Our approach allows the estimation of meaningful style-specific SDFs and provides a performance evaluation relevant for style investors. Most of the literature focuses instead on an evaluation based on representative investors, which ignores investor disagreement and different cohorts of investors. Second, style investors are commonly-studied clienteles with documented significance in practice and academia. It is difficult to assess the importance of the niche clienteles implicitly studied by FL and CK, but an evaluation specific to style investors is likely more relevant as their importance has been well established.
Methodology and Data

Methodology
The style SDF has an analytical solution that has 2 + 1 parameters to estimate, where is the number of passive portfolios. We use the generalized method of moments (GMM) of Hansen (1982) for estimation and inferences. For a sample of observations, we rely on a just-identified system with the following moments:
Equation (16) uses the fundamental SDF pricing equation to set the moments needed to correctly price the passive portfolios, estimating the × 1 vector of coefficients a. It allows the estimation of the LOP SDF of Chen and Knez (1996) , = a′R Kt . Equation (17) specifies the orthogonality conditions between the replication error term, = − c ′R Kt , and passive portfolio returns. They estimate the linear combination of passive portfolio returns that best replicates the style portfolio return, estimating the × 1 vector of coefficients c. The moment in equation (18) allows the estimation of the disagreement parameter , which completes the estimation of the style SDF ̅ = a′R Kt + ( − c ′R Kt ). The estimation of implements an empirical version of equation (7) and requires an exogenously specified value for ̅ , the expected alpha for clienteles most favorable to the style.
To evaluate the performance of funds with the style SDF, we add the following moment to the previous system:
where the fund return represents the return on a fund assigned to a style, , , or the return on a fund not assigned to a style, ,− . This moment represents the empirical counterpart of the style-clientele-specific performance measures proposed in this paper.
Our procedure estimates alpha separately for each fund. Farnsworth, Ferson, Jackson, and Todd (2002) demonstrate that estimating a system for one fund at a time produces the same point estimates and standard errors for alpha as a system that includes an arbitrary number of funds. Also, the estimates are not influenced by the choice of the weighting matrix in GMM because the systems are just identified. Their statistical significance is assessed with the asymptotic properties derived by Hansen (1982) , with standard errors adjusted for conditional heteroskedasticity and serial correlation using the method of Newey and West (1987) with two lags (Note 4).
Empirically, this paper investigates the style clienteles and performance of actively-managed U.S. equity mutual funds. The estimation of the previous system requires three important methodological choices in relation to these funds. The first choice is the style classification of funds and the formation of style portfolios. Section 4 examines this choice carefully and introduces an approach to exploit available style classification data in the CRSP Survivor-Bias-Free US Mutual Fund Database better. It shows that the resulting style classifications and portfolios, defined by size and value sorts, are relevant for our methodology. We next discuss the second and third choices: the value of the upper performance bound on the style portfolio return, ̅ , and the assets needed to form the passive portfolio returns R K .
As discussed previously, the estimation of with equation (18) necessitates a pre-specified value of ̅ . This value should be a realistic alpha for clienteles attracted to the style, because it ultimately identifies the SDF meant to capture the marginal preferences of the class of investors most favorable to the style. FL provide an indirect way ijef.ccsenet.org International Journal of Economics and Finance Vol. 11, No. 12; to select a relevant value and we exploit their results. They study the effects of investor disagreement on performance evaluation and estimate bounds for the expected disagreement with a traditional alpha for various benchmark returns. For example, using the factors of Fama and French (1993) and a sample of funds similar to ours, they find mean and median monthly bound values of 0.248% and 0.212%, respectively (see their table 3, panel A). Hence, their results imply that clienteles most favorable to a style could realistically expect mean and median alphas of , + 0.248% and , + 0.212%, respectively, where , is the Fama-French alpha (Note 5).
In section 4.3, we use these results to fix the value of ̅ . Specifically, we estimate the Fama-French alpha for each style portfolio and add the just mentioned mean and median bound estimates to compute realistic values of alphas for favorable clienteles. Based on these values, we select an economically relevant value for ̅ . Although this value represents our main choice, we also empirically examine the effects on the results of other sensible values in section 5.4. This method for estimating differs from the method used by Cochrane and Saá-Requejo (2000) , CK and Chrétien and Kammoun (2018) . These papers estimate by relying on exogenous values for the maximum Sharpe ratio ℎ ̅ . CK find that their alpha estimates are sensitive to the choice of ℎ ̅ , although their conclusions hold for all reasonable values. This paper avoids the specification of a maximum Sharpe ratio and instead uses available evidence on disagreement to choose a relevant alpha for clienteles favorable to a style.
The third important methodological choice is the selection of passive portfolios. These portfolios are central to , the part of ̅ common to all style clienteles. In our setup, no investor disagrees on their value. We choose a risk-free asset and ten industry portfolios and details on the specific return series are provided in the data section. The inclusion of the risk-free asset controls for cash positions in equity funds and follows the advice of Dahlquist and Söderland (1999) to fix the mean of the SDFs to a reasonable value. Industry portfolios are widely used as basis assets in asset pricing, and categorization by industry is a common practice for mutual fund investors and researchers. For the purpose of this study, selecting industry portfolios instead of size and value portfolios also provides a crucial benefit: it facilitates the identification of style SDFs that, because they generate disagreement on the value of the style portfolios, are more likely to meaningfully represent different style clienteles. It is thus useful to exclude portfolios formed on criteria related to the investigated styles from the set of passive portfolios to avoid obtaining SDFs that lead to no disagreement on them (Note 6).
Finally, we summarize the empirical results by using numerous statistics. First, we show the mean, standard deviation and selected percentiles of the distributions of estimated alphas and their t-statistics, computed as =̂̂⁄ , where ̂ is the estimated alpha and ̂̂ is its Newey-West standard error. We also provide t-statistics to test the hypothesis that the cross-sectional mean of estimated alphas is equal to zero. This test assumes that the distribution of alphas across funds is multivariate normal with a zero mean, a standard deviation equal to the observed cross-sectional standard deviation, and a correlation between any two alphas of 0.044. This value corresponds to the cross-sectional dependence in performance among equity funds, adjusted for data overlap, provided in Barras et al. (2010, p. 193) and Ferson and Chen (2015, appendix, p. 62) . Second, we present proportions of estimated alphas that are positive and negative.
Data
Our fund data consist of monthly net-of-fee returns on actively-managed open-ended U.S. equity mutual funds from January 1998 to December 2012. The data source is the CRSP Survivor-Bias Free Mutual Fund US Database and our starting date corresponds to the date of first availability of Lipper codes, which are central to the style classification approach introduced in section 4. Following Kacperczyk, Sialm, and Zheng (2008) , we exclude bond funds, balanced funds, money market funds, international funds, funds that are not strongly invested in common stocks, index funds and funds not opened to investors (Note 7).
Our sample selection also mitigates numerous biases documented in the literature. Survivorship bias is treated in the CRSP database. Selection bias does not matter for our study period, as Elton, Gruber, and Blake (2001) and Fama and French (2010) show its presence only before 1984. To deal with back-fill and incubation biases, we follow Elton et al. (2001) , Kacperczyk et al. (2008) and Evans (2010) . We eliminate observations before the organization date of the funds, funds with no reported organization date and funds without a name, since they tend to correspond to incubated funds. We also exclude funds with total net assets below $15 million in the first year of entering the database. As a last sampling choice, following Barras et al. (2010) and others, we impose a minimum fund return requirement of 60 months. While this screen introduces a weak survivorship bias, it is useful to obtain reliable statistical estimates with GMM (Note 8). We obtain a final sample of 2530 actively-managed open-ended U.S. equity mutual funds.
The passive portfolio returns are the monthly returns on the one-month U.S. Treasury bills (taken from CRSP) and ijef.ccsenet.org International Journal of Economics and Finance Vol. 11, No. 12; ten industry portfolios (taken from Kenneth R. French's website). The industries are consumer nondurables (NoDur), consumer durables (Durbl), manufacturing (Manuf), energy (Enrgy), high technology (HiTec), telecommunication (Telcm), shops (Shops), healthcare (Hlth), utilities (Utils) and other sectors (Others). actively-managed open-ended U.S. equity mutual funds. It also reports the t-statistics (t-stat) on the significance of the mean of estimated Fama-French SDF alphas. Panel B gives the mean, standard deviation (StdDev), minimum (Min), maximum (Max) and Sharpe ratio (h) for the passive portfolio returns. The passive portfolios include ten industry portfolios (consumer nondurables (NoDur), consumer durables (Dur), manufacturing (Manuf), energy (Enrgy), high technology (HiTec), telecommunication (Telcm), shops (Shops), healthcare (Hlth), utilities (Utils), and other industries (Other)), and the risk-free asset (RF) based on the one-month Treasury bills. Results are in percentage except for the Sharpe ratios and the t-statistics.
Style Classification
This section introduces a method to exploit available style classification data in the CRSP fund database better. It also argues that the resulting style classifications and style portfolios, defined by size and value sorts, are relevant choices toward identifying meaningful clienteles in mutual funds. For the purpose of this study, a good style classification method should meet two objectives. First, it should be based on publicly and easily available information that clienteles could presumably consult to form their investment decisions. This objective leads us to avoid using the statistical methods proposed by Sharpe (1992) , Brown and Goetzmann (1997) and others, to ijef.ccsenet.org International Journal of Economics and Finance Vol. 11, No. 12; instead rely on existing classifications from industry providers.
Second, the classification should be based on styles commonly accepted by mutual fund investors. As discussed earlier, industry practices and academic researchers have long recognized the importance of size (small-cap versus large-cap) and value (value versus growth) investors. As a result, over the last 20 years, many equity funds have advertised themselves according to their size and value focuses to cater to size and value investors, who can rely on classification tools like the style box popularized by Morningstar and illustrated in figure 1. To reach our style classification goals, the method detailed in the rest of this section thus uses existing industry classifications to split funds into size and value style categories.
Style Classification Data from the CRSP Mutual Fund Database
The Note. This figure presents a mutual fund style box to illustrate the classification of funds. Corner funds represent funds categorized according to a narrow style definition and are located in the four hatched-colored boxes. They include large-cap value funds (box in light gray with horizontal lines), large-cap growth funds (box in dark gray with horizontal lines), small-cap value funds (box in light gray with squared lines) and small-cap growth funds (box in dark gray with squared lines). SLVG funds represent funds categorized according to a broad style definition by combining corner funds with a common style. They include small-cap funds (corner boxes with squared lines), large-cap funds (corner boxes with horizontal lines), value funds (corner boxes in light gray) and growth funds (corner boxes in dark gray). Mixed funds represent funds that are not corner funds (boxes in the medium row and blend column). Other funds represent funds with a style that does not fit into the style box.
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International Journal of Economics and Finance Vol. 11, No. 12; An important issue arising from Lipper codes in the CRSP database is that, although a unique classification code is typically attributed to a fund for a given period (which can be a month up to its full sample period), it can frequently change through time or be missing. Panel A of table 2 reports statistics to assess the coverage and stability of the Lipper classification codes available for the 2530 equity mutual funds in our sample. It provides the mean, standard deviation (StdDev) and selected percentiles of the distributions of the numbers of code changes per fund (Nb Changes), the numbers of different codes per fund (Nb Styles), the maximum proportions of monthly observations that a fund has the same code (% Max) and the proportions of monthly observations that a fund presents a missing code (% Missing).
The results show that frequent changes in codes are a bigger issue than missing codes. On average, funds have 3.77 code changes and 3.19 different codes from 1998 to 2012. Less than 1% of the funds have no code change. But more than 10% of the funds have at least six code changes and four different codes. One fund even goes through 11 different codes. Although code changes are frequent, many funds keep the same code for a large fraction of their observations. On average, funds spend 67.46% of their sample observations with the same code and one fourth of the funds have the same code for at least 82% of their observations. The fraction of funds with less than half (a quarter) of their observations with the same code is approximately equal to 20% (0.5%). Finally, the proportions of months with missing codes average 12.83%. Only 1% of the funds have no missing code, but less than 5% of the funds have more than 25.75% of missing codes. Our style classification method accounts for both code changes and missing codes. (StdDev) and selected percentiles of the numbers of code changes per fund (Nb Changes), the numbers of different codes per fund (Nb Styles), the maximum proportions of monthly observations that a fund has the same code (% Max) and the proportions of monthly observations that a fund presents a missing code (% Missing). Panel B reports the number of funds classified into each style using the style classification method described in section 4.2 and three values of the threshold for style inclusion: 25%, 50% and 75%. The classification depends on whether the proportions of monthly return observations associated with the Lipper codes attached to the funds are above the given threshold for style inclusion. Funds are classified into ten styles: four corner styles (LCG, SCG, LCV and SCV), four SLVG styles (Small, Large, Value and Growth), the Mixed style and the Other style. The corner styles include large-cap growth (LCG) funds, small-cap growth (SCG) funds, large-cap value (LCV) funds and small-cap value (SCV) funds. The SLVG styles include small-cap (Small) funds, large-cap (Large) funds, value (Value) funds and growth (Growth) funds. The data cover the period January 1998-December 2012.
Style Classification Method and Results
This section describes our style classification method and presents the classification results for the funds. Figure 1 presents a mutual fund style box that illustrates the classification. The method proceeds in five steps. First, we start by identifying all funds with at least one of the four Lipper codes that jointly consider the size and value styles (i.e., codes LCGE, SCGE, LCVE and SCVE). Second, to deal with code changes and missing codes, we compute the proportion of monthly return observations associated with each code attached to each identified fund. One minus the sum of these "Lipper code proportions" gives the fraction of observations with a missing code.
Third, if its corresponding Lipper code proportion is above a given threshold, we assign a fund to one of the following four specialized styles: large-cap growth (LCG), small-cap growth (SCG), large-cap value (LCV) and small-cap value (SCV). For example, if we select a threshold of 50%, then a fund is classified as LCV only if its Lipper code is LCVE for 50% of its return observations. This "threshold for style inclusion" ensures that the Lipper code information is sufficiently reliable for the fund to be categorized, i.e. a fund with different or missing codes for a significant fraction of its sample period is not assigned to a style. As LCG, SCG, LCV and SCV funds are in the corners of the style box in figure 1, we call them "corner" funds for brevity.
Fourth, we form four broader style categories by combining corner funds with a common style. Hence, we assign the Small style to SCV and SCG funds, the Large style to LCV and LCG funds, the Value style to SCV and LCV funds and the Growth style to SCG and LCG funds. We refer to Small, Large, Value and Growth funds as "SLVG" funds for brevity. Fifth, we assign either the Mixed style or the Other style to funds not categorized as corner funds. The Mixed style includes funds that do not meet the threshold for style inclusion defined previously or are assigned to the Lipper codes associated with the Medium row or Blend column of the style box in figure 1 (Note 13). The Other style includes funds with a style that does not fit into the style box (Note 14).
The previous five steps result in a total of ten categories: four corner styles (LCG, SCG, LCV and SCV), four SLVG styles (Small, Large, Value and Growth), the Mixed style and the Other style. Panel B of table 2 reports the number of funds classified into each style for three thresholds for style inclusion: 25%, 50% and 75% (Note 15). Intuitively, the threshold determines the "style purity" of the corner funds. When its value is 75%, the numbers are small and vary from 8 SCV funds to 42 SCG funds. Most funds end up in the Mixed style because they do not have the required codes for 75% of their observations. When the threshold is 50%, the numbers increase considerably and include 53 SCV funds, 70 LCV funds, 135 SCG funds and 168 LCG funds. The SLVG funds are divided into 188 Small funds, 238 Large funds, 123 Value funds and 303 Growth funds. When the threshold is 25%, the numbers are above 100 for all corner styles, above 290 for all SLVG styles and equal to 1532 for the Mixed style. Finally, there are 205 funds in the Other style for all values of the threshold.
Style Portfolios and Upper Performance Bound Choice
This section examines results for portfolios of funds classified into the ten previously identified style categories. The style portfolios constructed from the corner and SLVG funds are used to extract the style SDFs with the approach discussed in section 2.2. To make these portfolios as representative of their style as possible, we select a threshold for style inclusion of 50% in the fund classification method. This threshold ensures that the funds included in the portfolios are assigned to the desired style for a majority of their monthly observations and are in sufficient numbers to provide adequate portfolio diversification (i.e., low fund-specific risk). Table 3 presents summary statistics, including Fama-French SDF alphas and their t-statistics, for the monthly returns on two types of portfolios: net asset value-weighted (NAV-weighted) portfolios (panel A) and equally-weighted portfolios (panel B). The NAV-weighted portfolios in panel A have mean returns from 0.413% to 0.821% and standard deviations from 4.576% to 7.150%. Their Sharpe ratios and Fama-French alphas vary from 0.044 to 0.110 and from -0.084% to 0.193%, respectively. The equally-weighted portfolios in panel B have mean returns from 0.418% to 0.734% and standard deviations from 4.315% to 7.018%. Their Sharpe ratios and Fama-French alphas vary from 0.046 to 0.105 and from -0.098% to 0.146%, respectively. No Fama-French alpha is statistically significant at the 5% level. Overall, the portfolios of small-cap funds, value funds and other funds tend to earn more.
Two findings from table 3 impact the rest of our analysis. First, the results in panels A and B are relatively similar and suggest that the type of weights for the style portfolios is not a material choice. Based on this assessment, we focus on NAV-weighted portfolios, which better account for the invested amounts of investors, to identify the SDFs used in our style-clientele-specific performance evaluation. In unreported results, we confirm that the SDFs identified from equally-weighted portfolios are similar to those identified from NAV-weighted portfolios.
Second, as discussed in section 3.1, the Fama-French alphas are used to select a relevant value for the upper ijef.ccsenet.org International Journal of Economics and Finance Vol. 11, No. 12; performance bound of the style portfolios, ̅ , which is needed to estimate the disagreement parameter of the style SDFs. The alphas in table 3, combined with the mean (0.248%) and median (0.212%) bound values reported by FL, allow us to make a selection. We find that the clienteles most favorable to the corner and SLVG (NAV-weighted) style portfolios should expect mean alphas from 0.164% to 0.299% and median alphas from 0.128% to 0.263%. Based on these ranges, we opt for ̅ = 0.15% as a realistic yet conservative value. In section 5.4, we examine the sensitivity of our results to this choice by considering values of ̅ = 0% and ̅ = 0.3%, which respectively assume that style clienteles expect either no performance or a high performance from their preferred style portfolios. 
Empirical Results
Clientele-Specific Style Stochastic Discount Factors
We begin by examining the empirical style SDFs identified from the NAV-weighted style portfolios and an upper performance bound of ̅ = 0.15%. Our classification method results in eight clientele-specific styles. The four SLVG styles (Small, Large, Value, Growth) are general and should attract broad clienteles who consider either the size or value focus of equity funds. Accordingly, we refer to the SDFs identified from the SLVG portfolios as the broad style SDFs. The four corner styles (LCG, SCG, LCV, SCV) are more specific and should attract specialized clienteles who jointly consider the size and value focuses of funds. Accordingly, we refer to the SDFs extracted from the corner portfolios as the narrow style SDFs. Table 4 reports various statistics for the SDFs. Panel A presents the mean, standard deviation (StdDev), first-order serial correlation (Autocorr) and selected percentiles. As expected with a risk-free asset in the passive portfolios, all SDFs have the same mean. A more volatile SDF can be the result of a higher risk aversion (Hansen & Jagannathan, 1991) , but also of preferences that account for psychological biases and sentiment. The lowest SDF standard deviations are for the Small and SCV clienteles, and the highest values are for the Large and LCV clienteles. The SDF standard deviations for the Value versus Growth clienteles are closer. The SDF autocorrelations is related to economic time variation across two periods and should be close to zero according to observed returns (Chrétien, 2012) . This is generally the case in Panel C and figure 2 study the relations between the SDFs and state variables, and find evidence for the rational and behavioral perspectives on the differences between style investors. We consider six state variables: two variables central to the main asset pricing models (market portfolio return and consumption growth), two variables relevant for the arguments that size and value investors have different aversion to recession / macroeconomic risk (labor income growth and change in macroeconomic uncertainty), and two variables from the behavioral finance literature (investor sentiment and change in investor sentiment) (Note 16). Panel C shows the correlations between the SDFs and these variables. Figure 2 illustrates the fitted results of modeling the broad style SDFs as cubic polynomial functions of the state variables, in the spirit of the literature on approximating the SDF with decompositions (Note 17).
From a rational perspective, the SDF should be monotone decreasing with the state of the economy (an implication of decreasing absolute risk aversion), so that the SDF is high in "bad" states and low in "good" states, with a more negative relation suggesting a more risk-averse clientele. The SDF should also be unrelated to state variables that do not capture risk. Panel C and figures 2a to 2d find evidence consistent with the literature that the Value and Small SDFs show more aversion to market risk, consumption risk, labor income risk (to a lesser extent) and macroeconomic risk than the Growth and Large SDFs (Note 18). However, figure 2 suggests that extreme states drive the differences since the slopes are similar in "normal" states. For example, when market returns are between -10% and 6%, figure 2a shows that the SDFs are alike, which is consistent with the finding from Cronqvist et al. (2015) that growth and value investors have similar shares invested in risky securities. In extreme states, the figures indicate that the Large and Growth SDFs can become increasing in the state of the economy, a result known as a "pricing kernel puzzle" and documented by Rosenberg and Engle (2002) and others. The Value SDF is also positively related with investor sentiment and change in sentiment.
A behavioral perspective based on biased beliefs is helpful in explaining these differences in extreme states. Specifically, in our framework, the estimated SDFs should not only reflect the true style SDFs, but also an adjustment for the clientele's biased beliefs. This occurs because style investors presumably use their own subjective probabilities to form their expectations in evaluating funds according to equation (1), but the econometrician does not observe these probabilities and uses the available time series for estimation, which under stationarity and ergodicity, is linked to the physical (true) probabilities. To illustrate, let ( ) be the subjective probability of clientele in state and let ( ) be the corresponding physical probability. Then, we can establish the following relations:
Thus, when taking expectations under the physical probabilities, we can use the true style SDF modified by an adjustment for biased beliefs ( ) ( ) ⁄ to obtain the correct alpha. Using the available time series, the econometrician thus implicitly uncovers this adjusted SDF:
The last equation shows that, from a behavioral perspective, an estimated style SDF ̅ could not only be influenced by state variables unrelated to risk within the true realized SDF , but it could also be increasing with the realized adjustment for biased beliefs ( ) (1/ ) ⁄ , so that it is higher (lower) when the clientele views a state as too probable (improbable) (Note 19).
ijef.ccsenet.org International Journal of Economics and Finance Vol. 11, No. 12; (a) (b) When we focus on the SDF differences in extreme states, figure 2 shows evidence consistent with the literature that value and small-cap investors tend to be pessimists and contrarians, while growth and large-cap investors tend to be optimists and trend followers. In figures 2a to 2d, the Value and Small SDFs are generally higher (lower) than the Growth and Large SDFs in "bad" ("good") states. This suggests that the Value and Small clienteles view "tough" times as too probable and "easy" times as too improbable compared to the Growth and Large clienteles. In figures 2e and 2f, the Value and (to a lesser extent) Small SDFs are higher than the Growth and Large SDFs when sentiment is high or increasing. Thus, the Value and Small (Growth and Large) clienteles view as too probable (improbable) the possibility that stocks are overvalued because of sentiment, and are thus contrarians (trend followers). Vol. 11, No. 12; In summary, this section shows that the estimated clientele-specific style SDFs are not only different, but they also have rational and behavioral features that are generally consistent with existing studies on size and value investors. The identified style clienteles should thus generate meaningful disagreement in performance evaluation.
Style-Clientele-Specific Performance Evaluation Results
This section examines clientele-specific performance evaluation using the style SDFs. As discussed in section 2.3, the evaluation necessitates that we distinguish between individual funds with and without clientele-specific styles. In our classification, the funds assigned to clientele-specific styles include SLVG funds and corner funds. Their performance measurement simply uses their associated style SDFs, i.e., the broad style SDFs for SLVG funds and the narrow style SDFs for corner funds. The funds classified in the Mixed and Other categories represent funds not assigned to clientele-specific styles. As they are not assigned to any unique style SDF, their performance measurement is done for all clienteles. To obtain a sufficiently large cross-section of funds in each style category, we select a threshold for style inclusion of 25% in the fund classification method. Intuitively, we thus stipulate that a fund assigned to a given style for at least 25% of its return observations should be of interest to its associated style clientele. Given this threshold, the number of funds in each cross-section is given in the row under 25% in panel B of table 2 and varies from 102 SCV funds to 1532 Mixed funds.
Tables 5 to 10 present the style-clientele-specific performance evaluation results. Panel A of each table provides the mean, standard deviation (StdDev) and selected percentiles of the distributions of the estimated SDF alphas (columns under Performance) and their corresponding t-statistics (columns under t-statistics). It also reports the t-statistics (t-stat) on the significance of the cross-sectional mean of estimated alphas using the test described in section 3.1, which accounts for the dependence in performance between funds. Panel B of each table gives the proportions of estimated alphas that are positive (% , > 0) and negative (% , < 0). Note. This table shows statistics on the distribution of monthly SDF alphas for SLVG funds using the broad style SDFs. The columns labeled Small, Large, Value and Growth refer to results using, respectively, the Small, Large, Value and Growth SDFs for evaluation. The SLVG funds include funds classified into, respectively, the Small, Large, Value and Growth styles using a threshold for style inclusion of 25%. Each fund is only evaluated with the SDF associated with its style. Panel A provides the mean, standard deviation (StdDev) and selected percentiles of the distributions of alphas (columns under Performance) and their t-statistics (columns under t-statistics). It also reports the t-statistics (t-stat) on the significance of the mean of alphas. Panel B gives the proportions of estimated alphas that are positive (% , > 0) and negative (% , < 0). Results are in percentage except the t-statistics.
International Journal of Economics and Finance Vol. 11, No. 12; Note. This table shows statistics on the distribution of monthly SDF alphas for corner funds using the narrow style SDFs. The columns labeled LCG, SCG, LCV and SCV refer to results using, respectively, the LCG, SCG, LCV and SCV SDFs for evaluation. The corner funds include funds classified into, respectively, the LCG, SCG, LCV and SCV styles using a threshold for style inclusion of 25%. Each fund is only evaluated with the SDF associated with its style. Panel A provides the mean, standard deviation (StdDev) and selected percentiles of the distributions of alphas (columns under Performance) and their t-statistics (columns under t-statistics). It also reports the t-statistics (t-stat) on the significance of the mean of alphas. Panel B gives the proportions of alphas that are positive (% , > 0) and negative (% , < 0). Results are in percentage except the t-statistics. Note. This table shows statistics on the distribution of monthly SDF alphas for mixed funds using the broad style SDFs. The columns labeled Small, Large, Value and Growth refer to results using, respectively, the Small, Large, Value and Growth SDFs for evaluation. The Mixed funds include funds classified into the Mixed style using a threshold for style inclusion of 25%. Each fund is evaluated with all SDFs. Panel A provides the mean, standard deviation (StdDev) and selected percentiles of the distributions of alphas (columns under Performance) and their t-statistics (columns under t-statistics). It also reports the t-statistics (t-stat) on the significance of the mean of alphas. Panel B gives the proportions of alphas that are positive (% , > 0) and negative (% , < 0). Results are in percentage except the t-statistics.
International Journal of Economics and Finance Vol. 11, No. 12; Table 5 examines the results for the broader clienteles who consider either the size or value focus of equity funds. On average, small-cap, large-cap and value funds provide a relatively neutral performance to their respective clienteles, while growth funds provide a significantly positive performance to growth clienteles. Mean alphas are equal to 0.000% (t-stat. = 0.00) for small-cap funds, 0.004% (t-stat. = 0.06) for large-cap funds, 0.058% (t-stat. = 1.00) for value funds and 0.212% (t-stat. = 2.43) for growth funds. The percentile statistics confirm that the alpha distributions are centered at approximately zero for small-cap, large-cap and value funds, although the t-statistic distributions show more significantly positive than negative alphas for large-cap and value funds. For growth funds, the alpha distribution is centered at a positive value and the proportions in panel B show that the fraction of positive alphas (65.34%) is almost twice the fraction of negative alphas (34.66%). Table 6 provide the results for the narrower clienteles who jointly consider the size and value focuses of funds. The alphas have means of 0.076% (t-stat. = 1.31) for large-cap growth funds, 0.066% (t-stat. = 0.97) for small-cap growth funds, 0.101% (t-stat. = 2.24) for large-cap value funds and 0.038% (t-stat. = 0.93) for small-cap value funds. Although mean alphas are not significant for the funds assigned to three of the four styles, the percentiles of the distributions in panel A and the proportions in panel B indicate more positive than negative alphas for all four styles. Overall, tables 5 and 6 suggest that funds assigned to clientele-specific styles do not underperform for their clienteles. The performance of mutual funds could be more positive than existing evidence shows if the evaluation considers the relevant clienteles. Tables 7 and 8 give the results for the 1532 Mixed mutual funds using respectively the broad and narrow style SDFs. These funds tend to fall in the Medium or Blend category of the style box and so could presumably be partly attractive for the style clienteles. In table 7, mean alphas vary from -0.149% (t-stat. = -1.98) to 0.020% (t-stat. = 0.24) and proportions of positive alphas vary from 28.20% to 45.89%. In table 8, mean alphas vary from -0.312% (t-stat. = -3.02) to -0.056% (t-stat. = -0.77) and proportions of positive alphas vary from 23.24% to 36.75%. The performance of Mixed funds thus tends to be negative. Tables 9 and 10 give the results for the 205 Other mutual funds using respectively the broad and narrow style SDFs. These funds are difficult to categorize because they do not fit into the style box. In table 9, mean alphas vary from 0.022% (t-stat. = 0.37) to 0.200% (t-stat. = 3.09) and proportions of positive alphas vary from 45.85% to 76.59%. In table 10, mean alphas vary from -0.067% (t-stat. = -0.90) to 0.119% (t-stat. = 2.00) and ijef.ccsenet.org
International Journal of Economics and Finance Vol. 11, No. 12; proportions of positive alphas vary from 44.39% to 63.90%. The performance of Other funds is thus generally more positive. 
Value Added with Style-Clientele-Specific Performance Measures
This section studies the value added of the actively-managed fund industry from the perspective of the style clienteles by combining the categorized funds into a full-sample cross-section. In the style-clientele-specific evaluation, each individual fund is given multiple performance values. Each corner fund is evaluated with three SDFs, i.e., two broad style SDFs and one narrow style SDF. For example, a large-cap growth fund is evaluated with the Large, Growth and LCG SDFs. Each Mixed or Other fund is evaluated with the eight style SDFs. To obtain a full-sample cross-sectional distribution of alphas where each fund is only included once, we need to select one alpha per fund. Instead of subjectively picking one value, this section examines many distributions by considering either the minimum or maximum alpha for each fund, thus providing a range of performance cross-sections accounting for various clienteles. The results show that the sign of the value added by the fund industry is ambiguous and depends on the choice of measures. The minimum broad and narrow style-clientele-specific alpha estimates show a negative average performance of -0.182% (t-stat. = -2.71) and -0.239% (t-stat. = -2.68), respectively, and are below the Fama-French alphas for more than 70% of funds. In contrast, the maximum broad and narrow style-clientele-specific alpha estimates show a positive average performance of 0.174% (t-stat. = 2.29) and 0.074% (t-stat. = 1.21), respectively, and are above the Fama-French alphas for more than 75% of funds. The disagreement in alpha is well illustrated by the alpha distributions in figure 3 . Overall, these findings suggest that the different rational and behavioral features of the style SDFs can be important determinants of the value added by the fund industry in a clientele-specific performance evaluation.
Sensitivity of Value Added Results to Upper Performance Bound Choice
Our empirical results have thus far relied on the style SDFs identified with an upper performance bound for the style portfolios of ̅ = 0.15%, which is consistent with the findings of FL. This section examines the sensitivity of our results to this choice by considering values of ̅ = 0% and ̅ = 0.3%. These values respectively assume that the style clienteles expect either no performance or a relatively high performance from their preferred style portfolios. Tables 12 and 13 reproduce the value added results of table 11 by using ̅ = 0% and ̅ = 0.3%, respectively. The tables show that the investor disagreement observed from the difference between the minimum and maximum alphas increases with the upper performance bound. Furthermore, this increase is caused by movements in the maximum alpha distributions. Specifically, the results for the minimum alpha distributions are similar to those in table 11, including comparable negative mean alphas and high proportions of clientele-specific alphas below the Fama-French alphas. In contrast, the results for the maximum alpha distributions are relatively neutral when ̅ = 0%, but more positive when ̅ = 0.3% than when ̅ = 0.15%. When ̅ = 0%, the maximum alpha estimates have insignificant means and are above the Fama-French alphas for only an average of 55% of funds. When ̅ = 0.3%, the maximum alpha estimates have highly statistically significant means and are above the Fama-French alphas for 85% of funds.
International Journal of Economics and Finance Vol. 11, No. 12; Table 12 shows statistics on the distributions of monthly SDF alphas for the full sample of funds using the broad and narrow style SDFs estimated with an upper performance bound for the style portfolios of 0%. The columns labeled Broad and Narrow refer to results using, respectively, the broad style (Small, Large, Value, Growth) SDFs and the narrow style (LCG, SCG, LCV and SCV) SDFs for evaluation. The distributions consider either the minimum (Min) alpha or the maximum (Max) alpha for each fund evaluated by multiple SDFs. Panel A provides the mean, standard deviation (StdDev) and selected percentiles of the distributions of alphas (columns under Performance) and their corresponding t-statistics (columns under t-statistics). It also reports the t-statistics (t-stat) on the significance of the mean of alphas. Panel B reports proportions of style-clientele-specific alphas that are larger (% , > , ) and smaller (% , < , ) than the Fama-French SDF alphas. Results are in percentage except the t-statistics. Table 13 shows statistics on the distributions of monthly SDF alphas for the full sample of funds using the broad and narrow style SDFs estimated with an upper performance bound for the style portfolios of 0.3%. The columns labeled Broad and Narrow refer to results using, respectively, the broad style (Small, Large, Value, Growth) SDFs and the narrow style (LCG, SCG, LCV and SCV) SDFs for evaluation. The distributions consider either the minimum (Min) alpha or the maximum (Max) alpha for each fund evaluated by multiple SDFs. Panel A provides the mean, standard deviation (StdDev) and selected percentiles of the distributions of alphas (columns under Performance) and their t-statistics (columns under t-statistics). It also reports the t-statistics (t-stat) on the significance of the mean of alphas. Panel B reports proportions of style-clientele-specific alphas that are larger (% , > , ) and smaller (% , < , ) than the Fama-French SDF alphas. Results are in percentage except the t-statistics.
Overall, these results confirm that the sign of the value added by the fund industry is generally ambiguous and depends on the choice of clienteles. But they also show that it partly depends on the maximum performance expected by the clienteles most favorable to the style.
Conclusion
Mutual funds cater to and attract specific clienteles throughout their investment style. We propose clientele-specific performance measures based on the implied style preferences of mutual fund investors. The performance framework is based on a SDF alpha approach with investor disagreement, following CK. The identification of meaningful SDFs for style clienteles uses representative style portfolios and the findings of FL on investor disagreement. The style classification employs a method to exploit existing objective code data from Lipper and to account for code changes and missing codes.
Our empirical investigation uses a sample of 2530 U.S. equity mutual funds with monthly returns from 1998 to 2012. The economic properties of the estimated SDFs indicate that the implied style preferences have different rational and behavioral features. Value and small-cap SDFs show large aversion to difficult economic conditions, pessimism and contrarian behavior. Growth and large-cap SDFs show low aversion to difficult economic conditions, optimism and trend following behavior. The style-clientele-specific evaluation finds that funds assigned to styles have a neutral to positive performance when evaluated with their relevant clientele-specific measures. The performance of the other funds is sensitive to the clienteles, and the rational and behavioral features of the SDFs are important determinants. The value added by the mutual fund industry also depends on the choice of measures. Overall, we find that implied preferences and alphas differ for size and value mutual fund clienteles. We provide supporting evidence for the conjecture of Ferson (2010) that clientele-specific measures based on meaningful clienteles might be necessary to evaluate properly managed portfolios.
Overall, our empirical results suggest that considering relevant clientele-specific SDFs and focusing on clientele-specific evaluation leads to more positive performance when funds are evaluated with their related style-clientele-specific measure. These results support the conjecture of Ferson (2010) that clientele-specific measures based on meaningful clienteles might be necessary to evaluate properly managed funds.
There is a need for more research on clientele effects in performance evaluation. Our clientele-specific performance approach can serve as a useful framework for developing measures to account for other clientele effects documented by the literature. Future research can also employ different techniques to better characterize the economic properties of preferences implied by the clientele SDFs. Finally, other strategies based on different restrictions or alternative incomplete market setups can be followed to identify economically meaningful SDFs useful for clientele-specific measurement.
